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Foreword
This publication represents the Evaluation Report for the fiscal year
1gg0-g1 of the state Advisory council on Vocational and Technical
Education. lt contains some articles on topics required of the council by
the federal guidelines, and some articles on topics considered by the
Council to be worthy of inclusion. lt is an overall report of the trends'
status and quality of vocational education and technical education in South
carolina, but not a report of the activities or efforts of the State Advisory
Council. A report of the Council is provided in another publication, the
Annual Report, which is available on request'
The data and information used as the basis for the several articles
came from several sources. Council members, individually and collectively,
contributed not only their knowledge but also that obtained from a series
of extended site visits to area vocational centers and to a technical
college. The Office of Vocational Education in the State Department of
Education, and the state staff of the state Board for Technical and
comprehensive Education provided information on request. The state
Advisory council is appreciative of this cooperation and acknowledges the
assistance of both of these groups of educational leaders. Finally ' this
report has been carefully prepared and reviewed by the Council, resulting
in a consensus position reflecting the councilts analysis of technical and
vocational education during the 1980-81 time frame.
The reader is encouraged to review this publication and provide
feedback on the contents of this report or on any topic within the report'
comments will be welcomed and should be communicated to the council
office.
This report will be submitted to the State Board for Vocational
Education (state Board of Education) and to the state Board for Technical
and Comprehensive Education as early in the 1982 calendar year as
possible. Prompt and thorouqh consideration of the contents with
particular attention to the appropriate recommendations is anticipatecl from
both Boards. 
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t The essence of the report is that ctespite the presence of
recommendations the Council is very complimentary of the progress that
-
I has been achieved in technical and vocational education. Although there is
ample room for improvements in and expansion of the programs, the
I citizens of South Carolina had available to them the finest, or one of theI finest, systems of vocational and technical education in any state during
I rggo-81.
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Vocational Education Enrollments
The Councilrs normal procedure in analyzing vocational education
enrollments is to review enrollments over the last five fiscal (or school)
years. However, during FY 1979-80. the Office of Vocational Eclucation
(OVE) changed the reporting system in an attempt to eliminate duplication
of enrollments. Dr. Moody Oswald explained the need for change in
a letter dated November 5, 1980. An excerpt from this letter reads:
rrDuring FY79 the reporting system cited numbers of students
enrolled in the various vocaiional courses; hence, a student who
was taking more than one course was counted repetitively.- Fall
1g7g marked the starting date for use of a more efficient
reporting system which cintains cross-check provisions. This
system tiftich produced FY80 and FY81 figures is based on actual
head count. ifrus, increased accuracy is attained'rl
The OVE's revised method of counting enrollment initiated for FY80
renders information gathered prior to the fall of 1979 (FY79 and before)
useless for the purpose of comparison. Thus, this article focuses on
enrollments gathered via the revised reporting system - that is,
enrollments for FY 1980 and FY 1981 .
Total vocational education enrollment in FY 1 981 increased very
slighily (.5t) from that in FY 1980. Table 1 indicates that a total of
128,586 students participated in vocational education programs in FY81 as
compared to 127,g85 in the preceding year. When one notes that total
secondary enrollment during this period actually decreased (from 197 '057
to 194,647) , the slight vocational education increase becomes more
impressive. The percentage of total secondary students enrolled in
vocational education in FY 1981 was 66.lt as compared to 658 in FY 1980'
Table 2 and Chart 2 show a break down of vocational education
enrollment totals by program area. As one can see by referring to these
visual aids, enrollments in five (5) of the nine (9) programs decreased in
FY 198.1 , even though total vocational education registered a slight overall
increase. The largest increase in enrollment numbers occurred in Business
2and Office Education (3,358 more students ). Occupational Home Econonnics
experienced the greatest percentage growth (158). The Trade 6
Industrial programs decreased by the largest number of students: (1,488
students less than in FY80), while the Agriculture program experienced
the most precipitous percentage decrease (108).
In assessing the comparison of program enrollments from FY80 to
FYBI , the Council has mixed feelings. The major increase in program
enrollment occurred in Business and Office Education, an area where the
job market is strong . However, the largest numerical decreases in
program enrollments were in Trade E lndustrial and Agriculture. These
programs are extremely important to the economy of both the state and the
nation. The Council is hopeful that enrollments in these two programs,
particularly, can be turned around in future years.
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Table 1
Secondary Enrollment Totals
Crades I - 12
Vocational Educatign Enrollment
Totals-
FY 1980
FY 1981
197 ,057
I 94 ,647
1 27 ,985
1 28 ,586
t
I
t
I
I 1. Surcel-I80 Day Enrollment Reports, 
1979-80 and 1980-81 , Office of
Research, Management Information Section, State Department
of Education.
2. Source: FY l9B1 Vocational Enrollment Report, Office of Vocational
Education, State Department of Education.I
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Table 2
Vocational Education Enrollments
by Program Area3
FY 1980 and FY 1981
FY 1979-80 FY 1980-81
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Agriculture
Business and Office
Education
Marketing and Distribution
Health OccuPations
Occupational Home
Economics
Trade and Industrial
Consumer and Homemaking
lndustrial Arts
Prevocational
Total
I I ,088
33,753
5 ,108
971
1 ,702
25,112
31,946
5 ,195
13,110
-TU98r
9 ,984
37 ,111
It,734
1,067
1,957
23,624
3l,605
4,790
13 ,714
-1T.;566-
Number
Change
(1,104)
3 ,358
( gz4)
96
2s5
(1,488)
( 341)
( 40s)
604
--0T-
I
Change
( 1 0.08)
e.98
( 7.38)
e. et
1s.0t
( s.eg)
( 1.ot)
( 7.8t)
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Chart I
Comparison of Secondary Vocational Education
Enrollments to Total Secondary Enrollmentsfor FY 1980 and FY l98l
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Technical Education Enrollnrents
The total number of persons participating in the State's Technical and
Comprehensive Education programs increased to 166,553 in FY 1981 . This
represented a 5.68 increase over the FY 1980 enrollment total. As can be
seen from Table 3 and Chart 3, this increase continued the steady upward
trend in TEC's enrollment which has occurred throughout the five-year
trend period.
The enrollment increase in FY 1981 can be broken down into different
technical college training areas. ln state-funded categories, Continuing
Education experienced a 27.92 increase in FY 81 to 94,847 students from
74,178 the previous year. TEC's degree and diploma program enrollment
also increased slightly in FY 81 , as can be seen by looking at Table 4.
The number of students enrolled in degree and diploma programs during
FY 81 was 57,144, a .7eo increase over FY 80.
In non-state funded categories, FY 81 enrollment increases took place
in contracted secondary vocational education (+6.a%) and special schools
(+7.09). The major enrollment decline was in the self-supporting personal
interest category (-41 .6%), while CETA enrollment (-6.22) also decreased
from its FY B0 level.
Table 4 and Chart 4 provide a breakdown of TEC's degree and
diploma programs by program cluster. Five (5) program clusters
experienced growths in enrollrnent in FY 8'l , while four (4) programs'
enrollment declined. The clusters with significant numerical increases in
enrollment were Career Development (602 students, 15.58 increase) ,
Engineering ( gOg students, 5.4?) , and Health Sciences ( 250 students,
8.5?) . The most precipitous numerical declines were in Business ( 620
students, 3. 1eo decrease) and the AA/AS College transfer cluster ( 100
students, I .68 decrease) .
Chart 5 compares TEC's Associate Arts/Associate Science degree
(college transfer) program to total degree and diploma programs. FY 1981
marked a departure from the trend of previous years in which the AA/AS
program increased both in enrollment numbers and percentage-wise as
compared to total degree and diploma programs. The percentage of AA/AS
8enrollment to total degree and diploma programs for the five year trencl
period is given below.
FY 1977 9.1E
FY 1978 9.98
FY 1979 10.38
FY 1980 11 .22
FY r9B1 11.08
The reversal in trend shown above is viewed positively by the
Council. A review of Table 4 shows that even though the AA/AS college
transfer program suffered a slight enrollment decrease in FY 1981 , the
total enrollment of the degree and diploma programs registered an overall
increase. This means that in FY 81 a higher percentage of TEC students
chose to enroll in occupationally-related training programs. As noted in
the above trend analysis, the preceding three years reflected increasingly
greater percentage enrollments in the college transfer program. The
Council welcomes this trend reversal and commends the TEC system for
effecting this change.
A further look at program enrollments in Table 4 does point to an
area of concern for the Council. That concern is with the five-year trend
registered by the Agriculture program. Over the five-year period from
FY 77 (873 students) to FY Bl (527 students) total enrollment in
Agriculture declined by forty percent (40?). Furthermore, ds a
percentage of the total degree and diploma program enrollment, the
Agriculture program has steadily declined from 1.68 in FY 77 to less than
'teo (.9%) in FY 81 . The Council feels that this steady decline in
Agriculture enrollment must be arrested. Creater priority may need to be
attached to the Agriculture program to maintain and strengthen this
important program.
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Table 3
Technical and Comprehensive Education j
Annualized Unduplicated Headcount Enrollment'
FY 1977 through FY l98l
T
t
I
I
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FY 1977
FY 1978
FY 1979
FY 1980
FY 1981
124,947
143 ,783
147 ,748
1 57 ,703
166,553
I
T
I
I
t
f--fUfOepartment of Planning E Research, August 1981 , State Board
for Technical and Comprehensive Education'
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Table 4
Technical Education Degree and Diploma
Headcount Enrollments by Program Cluster
FY 1977 through FY 1 981
FY 77 FY 78 FY 79
I
T
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I
Cluster
Agriculture
Business
Engineering
Health Sciences
lndustrial/
Occupational
Public Service
AA/AS
Career Development
Undetermined
Total
873
1 9,004
5 ,243
3,412
1 3 ,784
4,221
4,91 3
1,963
352
-876r
760
1 9 ,662
5,133
3 ,563
1 4,048
4,369
5,518
2 ,534
140
678
I 9 ,998
5,441
3,310
1 3 ,903
4,134
5 ,820
3,031
329
FY 80
570
1 9 ,739
5 ,695
2 ,958
I 3,846
3 ,534
6,371
3,873
136
FY 818
527
19,119
6 ,003
3 ,209
1 3 ,863
3,547
6,271
4,475
r31
Ts;1T T6-ffi TJT -yIEl-
8. TECTIWI5PO 7102/81 , TEC Department of Planning 6 Research, State
Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education.
Note: Previous yearsr enrollments derived from Councilrs preceding
Evaluation Report, which footnoted appropriate TEC
references.
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Chart 3
Technical and Comprehensive Education o
Annual ized Undup'l icated Headcount Enrollment"'
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Chart 5
Headcount Enrollment Comparison of TEC's
AA/AS College Degree Transfer Program fqTotal Degree and Diploma Programs ' r '
FY 1977 - FY l98l
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What the Council Found in its
1980-81 Evaluation Site Visits
Three vocational centers and one technical college were evaluated by
the Council during the 1980-81 school year. Since there are some fifty-five
( 55 ) vocational centers and sixteen ( 16 ) technical colleges in the State, the
sample of institutions visited represents only about five percent ( 5%) and
six percent (68) of the two respective totals. These percentages do not
ref lect representative samples from which to make general comments
concerning vocational and technical education. Thus this will not be
attempted.
The Council will simply report on what was observed during the four
different site visits it conducted. The topics reported on below were those
upon which the Councilrs visiting teams concentrated the bulk of their
attention while conducting the four evaluation site visits.
Vocational Administrative Staff
The directors of the three vocational centers appeared to be highly
qualified, competent and dedicated individuals. The directors and their
respective staffs seemed to epitomize professionalism in the conduct of their
job performances.
Technical Administrative Staff
I
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The one observed technical
very high quality. Perhaps the
its enthusiasm for performing job
Vocational Articulation
college administrative staff was also of
staffrs most outstanding characteristic was
tasks.
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Two of the three vocational centers visited had formal written
agreements with their neighboring technical colleges. One of these centers
also had several programs in which verbal articulation agreements had been
worked out.
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Effect of Eclucational Finance Act on Vocational Enrollments
It could not be determined if EFA-77 had impacted significantly on
enrollments in the three vocational centers visited. One center was in only
its second year of operation. Another center receives a specific amount of
millage support from the participating school districts which would largely
negate the possible adverse implications of EFA. The third center suffered
a sizable decrease in enrollment in 1979-80, but local administrators felt that
the decline was due to reasons other than EFA.
Local Vocational Advisory Committees
Atl three centers had advisory committees, but the program advisory
committees in two of the three centers needed strengthening. In only one
of the centers did the program committee appear to be utilized to optimum
advantage.
Local Technical Advisory Committees
Technical Articulation
No written agreement
vocational centers. Verbal
offerings.
The program advisory committees
but appeared to need strengthening
advantage.
Two centers used the
duy), and one opted for
enrollment seemed to be the
had been worked out with the neighboring
agreements were in place with four program
were in place in all Program areas,
in order to function to maximum
lnstructional Schedule ancl Effects on Vocational Enrollment
3:3 schedule (2 three-hour time blocks in school
the 32221 schedule. Any impact on student
result of local factors rather than the schedule'
One center using the 3:3
students from the 1 st to the
other 3:3 center aPPeared
students for the 3: 2 : 1 center
3:3 centers.
16
concept experienced excellent retention of
2nd year, while retention of students in the
to be a problem. Percentage retention of
fell in between the retention rates for the two
Settinq and Content for Prevocational Courses
Prevocational courses were offered in only one of the three vocational
centers visited. Feeder schools rather than the centers offered
prevocational courses at the other two settings. At the one center which
offered the prevocational program the content of the program appeared
good. Six programs and the World of Work were offered and students were
able to use rrhands-onrr equipment at this vocational center.
State Fundinq for Technical Education
A problem cited previously by the Council continues in connection with
state funding of merit increases for TEC staff and instructors. The State
policy of averaging anniversary dates for all employees penalized the college
visited, since the vast majority of the Collegers personnel celebrate their
hiring anniversary dates at the beginning of the fiscal year.
Computer Support for Technical Education
The college visited noted problems relative to the accuracy, timeliness,
and decision-making value of the Tec systemrs computer output information.
The fact that the State Tec system must purchase computer time from the
State Ceneral Services is conceivably causing problems in type and amount
of accessible information.
Qualitative Evaluations of Technical Education
The evaluation effort utilized bY
appeared to be quantitative in nature,
the Tec system at the college visited
rather than qualitative.
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Vocational lnstructional Equipment
Equipment in two of the centers visited was in fair condition.
Thirty-three percent (338) of the programs at one center and almost fifty
percent (508) of the programs at the other center were identified by
Council visiting teams as in need of additional and/or updated pieces of
equipment. The third center was in only its second year, and its
equipment was new and in good condition.
Technical lnstructional Equipment
Equipment at the college generally was in good condition, but many of
the programs were operating with old and out-dated equipment. These
programs were in need of updated and upgraded equipment.
Quality of Vocational lnstructional Programs
Instruction at the three centers generally appeared to be purposeful
and productive. Both teachers and students expressed positive feelings
toward the quality of training programs. The faculties were properly
credentialed and had the necessary work experiences in their particular
areas of instruction. One center appeared to need to exert additional
emphasis on the occupational employment link of the students' educational
processes.
Quality of Technical lnstructional Programs
The quality of instruction appeared to be good. An outstanding
characteristic was the enthusiasm of the instructors. ln a few prograrns
there seemed to be an opportunity to place g reater ennphasis on realistic,
live work projects.
Performance-Based Vocational Teaching
At two of the centers teachers were observed to be teaching particular
competencies, and not simply covering sublect material. Live work proiects
were being utilized to proper advantage. Instructors at the third center
appeared to need assistance in devising performance objectives appropriate
to their subject areas.
Performance-Based Technical Teaching
Teaching by performance objectives was specifically observed in only a
few programs, not in all areas. However, the administration had just
received a grant which should assist teachers in devisinq performance
objectives in their subject areas.
Educational and Work Background of Vocational Counselors
All counselors at the three centers and feeder schools visited
possessed the necessary educational certification. Two of the center
counselors had worked in non-educational settings, and thus had a
first-harrd knowledge of the value of occupational training. All counselors
appeared to have a good knowledge of the value of occupational training.
All counselors appeared to have a good knowledge of the vocational
programs offered at the centers. Feeder school counselors intermittently
visited the vocational centers.
Job Expectations of Vocational Counselors
One problem identified at two of the three centers was the apparent
shortage of time the counselors had available to actually counsel. lt
appeared that these counselors were required to perform too many
peripheral duties. The counselor at the third center was f reed from the
extra duties and permitted to counsel full-time.
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Utilization of Vocational Aptitucle/lnterest Tests
At all three centers visited it was found that the Career Planning
profile (CPP) test was administered to students in the eleventh grade by
the feeder high schools. Results from the CPP were not available to the
counselors until well into the studentsreleventh grade year. Thus it
appeared that the CPP was ineffective in terms of being employed by
counselors as a tool to guide students into particular programs of study'
One of the centers did expect to be able to administer the CATB test
to ninth-graders in the '81-'82 school year, and a feeder school for another
of the centers was also attempting to acquire the GATB test.
Utilization of Technical Aptitude/lnterest Tests
The CPP test was utilized to a very
Differential Aptitude Test (DAT) was used,
effective recruiting tool for the college.
Vocational Student Reactions
limited degree. lnstead, the
and had proven to be a most
Students interviewed expressed pleasure with the training they were
receiving. The stuclentsr enthusiasm and desire were impressive- Students
generally conveyed positive comments about the quality of the training
programs. Several students citeC what they felt were vocational education
misconceptions of some students back in the feeder high schools who did
not attend the centers. The misconceptions as related by the students
pointed to the fact that vocational education still faces an I'imagerrproblem.
Technical Student Reactions
The students interviewed were pleased with the appropriateness of the
program content they were studying. They indicated that the skills they
were learning were directly related to the skills which would be needed in
their line of future employment. The students also liked the comparative
brevity of the technical college training program (i.e., the 2-year program
of study as compared to the 4-year baccalaureate degree).
Review of Program Evaluations
Conducted bY the State DePartment
of Education
ln continuing its policy of recent years, the State Department of
Education conducted two separate and distinct types of evaluations during
fiscal year 1981 . One type of evaluation was implemented out of the office
of the Coordinator of Area Vocational Centers. The other evaluation
instrument was administered by the Program Planning and Development
(ppsD) section of the office of Vocational Education.
ln all, the State Department of Education conducted thirty-nine (39)
evaluations. Twenty-six (26) were by the PPSD section, and thirteen (13)
emanated out of the Coordinatorrs office'
The sample of twenty-six (26) school districts (13 vocational centers
were located within the twenty-six (26) districts) was determined by the
Office of Vocational Education. A five-year cycle has been scheduled in
which each school district in the State will be evaluated at some time
during the cycle. The evaluations are conducted on a district-wide basis.
High schools within a district which offer vocational programs are
evaluated by the ppED section. The Coordinator's office evaluates the
vocational centers that are located in the district scheduled for a visit.
Since the two types of evaluation are distinct in format, both will be
reviewed seParatelY below.
Coordinator's Evaluations
Thirteen ( 1 3 ) vocational centers were evaluated by the
coordinator's office in 1980-81 . The evaluations were qualitative in format,
in that no preconceived and pre-established guidelines had been set up as
measuring devices. Instead, programs at the vocational centers were
judged on their strengths and weaknesses in terms of 'rgetting the iob
done.r These evaluations did, however, determine the centersr compliance
with federal regulations and the Defined Minimum Program.
The Coordinator's evaluations represented an extensive review of the
centers. The administration, guidance and counseling department, Defined
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Minimum Program ( DMP) , community linkage, and each program at the
centers were evaluated. With the exception of the DMP portion , the
evaluation was conducted in terms of a listing of the strengths,
weaknesses, and recommendations for improvement.
ln reviewing the reports of these thirteen ( 1 3 ) evaluations , the
Council attempted to tabulate the listed strengths and weaknesses in order
to gauge the predominant themes and concerns of vocational education as
expressed in the reports. The tabulation was carried out by listing all
strengths and weaknesses for the Administration sections of the reports
and tabulating the results, and then doing the same for the programs
section of the reports. For the programs sections, only three or four
programs were reviewed for each center. This was done to decrease the
tediousness of the task. The programs reviewed in each report were
randomly selected.
The dominating aspects of vocational education, as determined by this
method of tabulation, are listed below for the Administration and Programs
sections of the reports. The results are listed in descending order ( #t
received the most mention, #2 next most, etc.).
Administration
1.
2.
3.
Strengths:
The buitding facilities and grounds were exceptionally clean and
well-maintained.
Adequate instructional budgets were provided for each instructor.
Excellent rapport existed between the administration and the faculty
and staff.
Weaknesses:
1.(tie) Full-time vocational guidance counselor was assigned administrative
and discipline responsibilities.
(tie) A written policy concerning the day to day operations at the
Center was either lacking or nonexistant.
3. several programs suffered from low student enrollments.
Prog rams
I Strengths1. lnstructors possessed the necessary technical skills.
I
2. The class or shop activities were well-organized and productive.
3. The laboratory facility was adequate to accommodate the program.
4. (tie) Discipline and class control was good.
(tie) Tool room was organized and check-out system was good.
Weaknesses:
1 . Safety problems with the use of equipment.
2. Enrollments in second year of a program were low.
3.(tie) Equipment needed for teaching latest technologies is lacking.
(tie) A low number of prospective vocational students in the feeder
schools are being reached and taught by the vocational centers.
The method of tabulating responses from the thirteen tl3) evaluations
resulted in the listing of craft advisory committees as a strength in some
reports and a weakness in others. Some craft advisory committees were
praised as strong, effective, and beneficial to the program. Other
advisory committees were cited as either not operable at all or functioning
in a very weak and ineffective manner.
Program Planning 6 Development Evaluations
During the 1980-81 school year the PPED section revised the
format of the evaluation it administered to the local school districts. The
focus of the revised evaluation format was on specific competencies. The
school districts were evaluated on the degree to which these particular
competencies were beinq carried out as compared to a list of acceptable
evidence.
A total of eighty-eight (88 ) specific competencies in which school
districts should comply were developed. These eighty-eight ( BB )
competencies were spread over nine areas of responsibility, such as
administration, guidance, instructor qualifications, etc. Examples of the
competencies used in the evaluations are:
. Specific personnel, committees, etc. are designated for purposes of
program planning and evaluation.
. Certified guidance personnel are assigned responsibility to provide
students with vocational guidance services.
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The twenty-six (26) school districts evaluated were rated on their
degree of compliance with each of the eighty-eight (BB) competencies. The
rating scale measured from 3 to 0. A rating of 3 meant that the program
met the specific characteristic. A rating of 2 meant that some improvement
was needed, while 'l meant that major improvement was needed. A rating
of 0 meant that the specified characteristic was not applicable to the
prog ram.
ln addition to the rating of compliance with competencies, the PPAD
evaluations also included an evaluation of all agricultural education
programs offered by the school districts. These Agriculture Education
programs were evaluated in much the same method or format as that used
by the Coordinator evaluations (discussed above). A review of the results
of these evaluations will be provided later in this section.
In reviewing the PPSD reports, the Council decided to average the
ratings for each of the eighty-eight (88) competencies in the nine areas of
responsibilities. Since this represented a tedious and time-consuming
task, only thirteen (13) of the twenty-six (26) reports (509o) were
reviewed. The council felt that this was a large enough sample to
determine the areas of responsibility which appeared to be complying
satisfactorily, and those which appeared to need some improvement'
The ratings for the nine areas as determined by the 508 sample are
given below in descending order.
Area of ResPonsibility
1 . Instructor Qualifications
2. Instructional Materials and Supplies
3. Promotion and Recruitment
4. Facilities and EquiPment
5. Staff DeveloPment
6. Curriculum and lnstruction
7. Cuidance and Counseling
B. Planning and Administration
9. Services to Special Populations
Thus, it appears that the school districts are strongest in those
competencies which relate to instructor qualifications. Those areas which
fall below 2.5, which means that the competency is closer to needing some
improvement than it is to satisfactory, would appear to be in need of
closer scrutiny by the school districts.
Rating Average
2.78
2 .71
2.60
2.51
2.47
2.44
2.40
2.34
2.17
Nine (9) of the thirteen (13) PPaD reports reviewed by the Council
(of 26 districts evaluated) contained evaluations of Agricultural Education
programs. Following the same procedure as was used to analyze the
Coordinatorrs reports, the Agriculture Education strengths and weaknesses
as commentecl on in these evaluations are provided in the following lists.
Strengths:
1. The administrative support of Agriculture Education is excellent.
2, The program is taught by a well-qualified instructor who is concerned
with the student Progress.
3. Strong and viable FFA chapters are organized.
4. The interest of students in the program is excellent.
Weaknesses:
1. lmprovement is needed in the supervised work experience proqramsfor students.
2. The advisory committee needs to be organized or strengthened.
3. Travel funds for the instructor are needed.
4. Updated equipment is needed.
S_ummary
The Office of Vocational Education is to be commended for its
two methods of evaluating vocational education programs in South Carolina.
Much effort has obviously gone into the development of the specific
competencies used in the PPsD sectionts evaluations. The Council feels
that the utilization of these competencies has strengthened the PPaD
evaluations by making them a more meaningful device to the school
districts.
In 1981-82 the PPeD section will implement an entirely new evaluation
instrument based on specific program standards. The program standards
were developed with tlre assistance of many educators from across the
state. The Council looks forward to next year reviewing the results of
the evaluations conducted using these new standards.
The Council continues to support the type of evaluation conducted by
the Coordinatorrs office. The specific citings of strerrgths, weaknesses,
and recommendations should be most helpful to the vocational centers
visited.
The feedback offered through these two evaluation formats should
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vocational centers whichserve to strengthen the staters high schools and
offer vocational education programs.
Review of Program Evaluations
Conducted by the
State Board for Technical and
Comprehensive Education
State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education policy set in
June of 1977 requires that the technical colleges annually evaluate their
programs of study and report the findings to the State TEC central office.
The required self-evaluation is conducted according to criteria specified by
the State TEC Board office. Each program is evaluated according to three
criteria - graduates, enrollment, and placement. The specifications for
each criterion are:
C raduates--
The program must produce six (6) graduates during the past
year or an average of six (6) over the past three (3) years.
Enrollment--
A one-year program must enroll twelve (12) students and
generate nine (9) Full-time enrollments (FTE).
A two-year prog ram must enroll sixteen ( 1 6 ) students and
generate twelve ( 12 ) FTE.
Placement--
Fifty percent (508) of the program graduates must have acquired
a job related to their training or be continuing education on a full-time
basis. Exclusions are graduates who are deceased, disabled, or not
seeking employment.
The program evaluations submitted by the technical colleges to the
State TEC office in FY 1981 were based on 1980 fall quarter enrollment
data. Craduates identified in the evaluations were fall quarter of 1980
graduates. However, placements data was based on 1979-80 information,
since a time lag of at least several months is necessary for tracking
program graduates. To clarify for the reader, this means that the
evaluations to be reviewed in this article were based on FY 1981 enrollment
(and graduate) data and FY 1980 placement information.
A total of 4BB programs was offered by the TEC colleges in Fall 1980.
This total represented 124 distinct active programs. Of the 488 programs
in the system, 412 (848) were subject to evaluation (see Table 5). A TEC
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program is considered subject to evaluation when three classes have been
q raduated.
The majority of the programs subject to evaluation (292 or 71e") met
all evaluation criteria - that is, the graduates, enrollment, and placement
criteria.
As Table 6 indicates. 120 of the 412 prograrns (29%) did not meet at
least one of the three evaluation criteria. The graduates criterion was the
one with the greatest number of incidents (a total of 99 times), followed
by inadequate enrollment (60 times), and placement deficiencies (52 times).
Four courses of action are available to the State TEC Board when
programs are found not to meet one or more of the evaluation criteria. A
program can be
1) continued on a non-probation status'
2) continued but on Probation,
3) discontinued bY susPension,
4) discontinued through cancellation'
Table 7 indicates that the vast majority of the programs not meeting
one or more criteria were continued , although 252 ( 30 ) of those were
placed on probation. Fifteen ( 15 ) of the programs were discontinued,
either through suspension or cancellation, which represented 12'5E'
For those 120 programs which did not meet one or more of the
evaluation criteria, a procedure has been established by the State TEC
office for clearing up these deficiencies. A document titled Timetables and
procedures has been developed which stipulates the process to be followed
in removing programs from probation, suspension, or cancellation status.
This document dictates that specific forms be filled out by TEC college
officials and returned to the State TEC office for this purpose. The TEC
Central office reviews the forms and makes judgments as to whether a
programts status should change or remain as classified.
The State TEC Board members and staff are to be commended for the
development of this evaluation instrument for the technical colleges. ln a
day when the public is demanding greater accountability for each dollar
spent, the TEC system has developed an evaluation instrument which
stresses accountability by its focus upon measurable basic criteria.
2B
One concern that the Council has with TEC's present method of
evaluation is that a program could conceivably meet all of the evaluation
criteria and yet still have room for improvement. The Council is not aware
of and would prefer to see some system of feedback, some means of
offering recommendations to a program instructor whose program meets the
established criteria but contains room for improvement.
The Council feels that TECrs evaluation instrument would be enhanced
by site visit evaluations which address quality aspects of programs as well
as quantity or compliance items. As an example, the site visit evaluations
would go beyond counting the number of students enrolled in a program.
They would also seek to determine if the students enrolled were being
trained in a well-ventilated and safe environment which houses operable
equipment that is technologically current with that beinq used by
industry.
Manpower available for such evaluation site visits may be limited in
the State TEC office. lf so, then the number of visits conducted annually
could be limited accordingly.
The addition of the evaluation visit to TEC's annual program
evaluation instrument would complement the current system of evaluation.
The overall strengthening of the collegesr program offerings should result
from feedback provided through a revised evaluation.
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Table 5
Number of Active Programs for 1)
which TEC Colleqes Provided Evaluation Data'-
Category, Programs Subject
to Evaluation
Programs Not
Subject to Evaluation
Total
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1 Year Diploma
2 Year Diploma
Associate Degree
Totals
Agriculture Cluster
Business Cluster
Engineering Cluster
lndustrial Cluster
llealth Cluster
Public Service Cluster
College Transfer Cluster
Totals
180
49
2s9
151
40
221
29
9
38
48876412
11
89
58
172
54
17
11
1
12
5
53
4
1
0
12
101
63
225
58
18
11
412 48876
Tt--mn uaT-FTog ram Eva I uation
Data Summary Information,S. C. Technical Education
Fall Quarter 1980 and 1979-80 PlacementDr. Ken Kyre, Office of Special Projects'
System.
Table 6
Summary of Incidences in Whic!,
Evaluation Criteria Were Not Met
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Number of Incidences
Only Graduate Criterion not Met
Only Placement Criterion not Met
Only Enrollment Criterion not lt4et
Graduate and Placement not Met
Craduate and Enrollment not Met
Placement and Enrollment not Met
Craduate, Placement, and Enrollment not Met
43
7
14
10
11
0
35
120
99
52
60
Total Incidences
Total Incidences
Total Incidences
of Graduate Criterion not Met
of Placement Criterion not Met
of Enrollment Criterion not [4et
13. tbid.
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Table 7
Programs Not Meeting One Q6
More Of Evaluation Criteria' '
Continued
On Probation
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6
25
15
3
12
67
11
42
Continued
Non-Probation Canceled Total
1 Year Diploma
2 Year Diploma
Associate Degree
6
2
3
2
0
2
113075 120
1lr. 
-Tffid.
Analysis of Vocational ECucation
Expenditures of P.L. 94-482 Federal
Funds
fuiore than twelve million dollars of P. L. 94-482 federal funds
($12,2.19,513) was spent on vocational education in South Carolina during
Fy 1981 . Of this total expenditure $10,899,036 represented FY 1981
federal funds and $1 ,320,477 were funds which had been allocated in FY
1980 but were carried over and spent in FY 81 . Stated another way, 898
of the federal funds expended during FY 198'l were from the FY B1
allocation and 11% from the FY 80 allocation.
A review of the f iscal status of the federal funds available for
vocational education during FY 1981 is provided below.
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Federal Carryover from FY 1980
to FY 1 981
1980 funds which laPsed
FY 1980 funds exPended in FY 81
FY B1 Federal Funds Allocation
FY 8l funds exPended
FY 81 Carryover to FY 82
Funds expended by School Districts,
other State Agencies E Other
Entities
Funds expended in State Administra-
tion
Total Federal Funds ExPended in
FY 81
$ 1,324,445
( 3.968)
1 ,324 ,477
12 ,232,612
1 0,899,036
1 ,333,576
1 0 ,740 ,848
1 ,478,665
87 .9?
12.18
$12 ,219 ,51 3 1 00.09
As may be noted from the above display , 87 .9? of the federal funds
were expended by school districts, other state agencies (e.9., the State
Tec Boardl, and other entities. Slightly over twelve percent (12.19) of
the total funds expended were at the State Department of Education level.
The 't2.1? portion consisted of Office of Vocational Education administration
and other state level costs (See Table B).
The pi chart shown on page 35 breaks down the total FY 1981 federal
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funds expenditures into the different areas of vocational education. The
larqest expenditure was in the category of Disadvantaged, accountinq for
22.62 of the federal funds. lt may be noted that the combination of the
disadvantaged, handicapped, and special disadvantaged (Subpart 4)
categories accounted for over one-third (34.38) of total expenditures. Tlre
addition of the Post-Secondary/Adult set-aside ( 1 2 . 98 of total) meant that
nearly one-half (over 47?) of the budget was totally requlated by federal
prescription . The Secondary Vocational Education prog ram ( excluding
Consumer E Homemaking and Cooperative) expended slightly more than
one-fifth (21 .22) of the budget. The total amount expended on Secondary
Vocational Education Instructional programs, excluding the set-aside
categories noted above, was 27.7e".
The spending of at least minimal amounts in certain categories is
prescribed by federal law ( P. L. 94-482 ) . A comparison of percentage
expenditures of FY 1981 federal funds by specified categories is provided
below. However, it must be noted that the required percentage
expenditures do not have to be made in a single fiscal year. The Tydings
amendment permits federal funds not expended in the prescribed category
for a fiscal year to be carried over and extended for an additional fifteen
( 1 5 ) month period. Funds carried over in this manner are expended
before current year funds (i.e. any FY 81 funds not spent during the
fiscal year and thus carried over would be spent prior to any expenditure
of FY 82 funds).
-calsggtv
Disadvantaged
Handicapped
Post-Secondary
and Adult
T5 .----Sel-a;iAe mi n imum
Basic Allocation ,
Requi redl 5
202
109
1s%
FY 81 Expended
in FY 81
17.22
8.7e"
14.1u
FY 81 Funds
Carried Over
$ goz,314 (2.89)
$ trrtl,114 (1.3%)
$ 97 ,506 ( .9e" )
percentages are taken against the Subpart 2 and
which for FY 1981 was $11 ,123,448.
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Reflecting upon vocational education's expenditures of federal funds
in FY 81 , the Council feels that the State Office of Vocational Education
has disbursed the funcls in the manner prescribed by P.L. 94-482. The
Council , however , has concluded that the law dictates that a
disproportionate share of the funds be spent on areas outside of the
Secondary Vocational Education lnstructional program. Of the $12.2 million
spent by vocational education in FY 1981 , only approximately $3.t| million
went for secondary vocational education training. The Council feels that
the impending rewrite of federal legislative authorization must redress this
situation by freeing from prescription a greater amount of the budget.
TOO MUCH OF THE FEDERAL FUNDS, IN THE JUDCMENT OF THIS
STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL, ARE PRESCRIBED TO ADDRESS SOCIAL
ISSUES AND NOT ENOUCH OF THE FUNDS ARE ALLOWED FOR
PROVIDINC PRODUCTIVE VOCATTONAL SKILI..S IN RECULAR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATlON PROCRAMS.
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Chart 6
FY .l981 Vocational Education Expenditures
of P.L. 94-482 Federal Funds
Secondary
Vocati onal
Education Instruc-
tional Program(excluding set-asides).
27.7%
I # Miscellaneous consists of Placement, Work Study, Energy, Djsplaced Homemakers,! " Local Adm'inistration, Day Care, Grants-RCU, and Sex Bias.
I # # Subpart IV funds are used for disadvantaged persons in areas having a highI ioncentration of voutf' unemp'loyment o" sihooi dropouts. The Disadvantaged
category is funded through Subpart II and/or Subpart III'
r
I
t
State Administra-
tion & 0ther State
Level
12.1%
Di sadvantaged
22.6%
"t"6unzgtu*t\
Handi capped
Post-Secondary
and Adult
Secondary Vocational
Education (excluding
Consumer & Homemaking and
Cooperati ve )
21 .2%
ffr-ff*'ry
Table 8
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
I980-81 EXPENDITURES
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STATE LEVEL
Admi ni strati on
Subpart
Subpart
Subpart
SUB TOTAL
OTHER STATE LEVEL
Research
Cumiculum Dev.-Subpart 3
Curriculum Dev.-SubPart 5
Sec. 102(d)-Planning, Data
collection & evaluation
Sex Equity Personnel
SUB TOTAL
TOTAL STATE LEVEL
AID TO DISTRICTS
Di sadvantaged
Di sadvantaged-LEP
Handicapped
Post-Secondary/Adul t
High School (Secondary 0ccupational )
Placement
Cooperative
Work Study
Energy
Displaced Homemakers
Local Administration:
Subpart 2
Subpart 3
Day Care Services
Grants-RCU
Guidance & Counseling
Teacher Education:
Subpart 3
Subpart 5
Sex Bias Grants
Subpart 4
Consumer and Homemaking
Equipment-Aid to District
TOTAL AID TO DISTRICTS
($l o, z+o,848 )
GRAND TOTAL
1980 Funds l98l Funds
$ 772,332
1 l g,095
122,170
$ I ,012,597
2
3
5
:
$24,839
3,209
$28,048
TZE;04-8
$842,321
7,734
I 60,755
61,245
5,gg3
54,361
29,795
I 30,335
$1,292,429
$l,320,477
l0l ,g5g
205,207
16,652
6g,239
45,974
$ 438,030
rTFori7
Total
Funds
772,332
I l8,085
l0l,959
205,207
l6 
'65293,077
49,lg3
$ 466,078
m;665
$ 1 ,917 ,376
968,231
I,571,0ll
2,596,490
537
375,501
20,597
I,950
37,521
36,262
g,065
l6 
'44314,952
888,650
2l I ,039
84,730
I I ,963
272,268
410,441
3,502
$ 9,448,419
$l 0,899,036
$ 2,759,697
7 ,734
I,l2g,9g6
I ,571 ,01 I
2,596,490
537
375,501
20,587
I ,950
37,521
36,262
9,065
l6,443
14,952
949,895
216,922
I 39,091
I I ,963
302,063
410,441
133,837
$1 0 ,740 ,848
$12,219,51 3
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Articulation Clearinghouse
Function
ln November of 1978 the members of the State Advisory Council voted
to assume the duties and the responsibilities of Articulation Clearinghouse
for vocational and technical education in South Carolina. This action took
place at the request of participants in the 1st Annual Articulation Meeting
conducted at Clemson in October, 1978. The participants, consisting of
the directors of the staters vocational centers and the presidents of the
technical colleges, asked the Council to assume this role. This was
perhaps fitting since the Council had taken the lead in conducting the 1st
Articulation Conference and at that time had been a proponent of
articulation for several Years.
The Third Annual State-wide Articulation Meeting was conducted in
October, 1980 at Santee though it was referred to by another name'
Conference organizers felt that sufficient prog ress has been achieved in
articulating programs statewide and thus another theme should be adopted.
The feeling was that generally the work toward articulation had shifted
from the administrator to the instructor level. However, articulation was
one of the agenda topics, and the conference participants (directors and
presidents) were updated on the status of articulation and were
encouraged to continue the process.
As a follow-up to the conference, the Clearinghouse printed in
November, 1g80 its second Articulation Newsletter. The Newsletter was
distributed to each of the fifty-five (55) vocational centers and sixteen
(16) technical colleges in the state. lt contained an information update on
programs which had recently been fully articulated, and listed the
institutions that were involved. Enclosed with the newsletter was a form
that provided the latest articulation information that the Clearinghouse had
from each college/center. The centers/colleges were asked to update this
form by listing any achievements and progress in articulation which had
occurred in the programs being articulated.
The centers and colleges which did respond to the newsletter request
38
enabled the Clearinghouse to further update its files on articulation. As a
result of the fresh information received, the Clearinghouse could report at
the close of FY 1 981 that state-wide ten ( 1 0 ) occupational education
programs had been fully articulated.
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Any usage of the Clearinghouse by the
was in an indirect manner. There were no
information from the Clearinghouse during
contacts made with the institutions listed in
2, but the Clearinghouse had no knowledge
member institutions in FY 1981
direct requests for articulation
FY 81. There may have been
Articulation Newsletter Number
of these types of requests.
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Comments on State EmPloYment ancl
Training Council's
Annual RePort to the
Governor
section 105 (d) 4 (B) of P.L. 94-482 states that each state advisory
council shall rrcomment, at least once annually, on the reports of the State
Manpower Services Council (which in S. C. is the State Employment and
Training Council) Pursuant to this requirement, the SETC
Annual Report to the Covernor
been reviewed by the Council.
titled CETA in South Carolina FY'80 has
The forty (40) page CETA publication contained many positive
features. There were also areas that the Advisory Council judged to be in
need of slight revision or elaboration. In the discussion of these items
later in this section the Council recognizes that the State Employment and
Training Council (SETC) was likely attempting to maintain brevity in its
report, for which it is to be commended. Thus some items not elaborated
upon in the report perhaps resulted from a conscious decision by SETC to
',trade offrr details for readability. The Council feels that the suggestions
offered in a constructive spirit below would enhance the readability of the
report while adding very little to the bulk of the report.
The Councilrs comments are listed below.
COMMENDATIONS
SETC is commended on:
(l ) The attractiveness of the report. The reportrs cover is colorful and
appealing to the eye, and the inside format contains an excellent mixture
of narrative, photographs, and tables.
(2) The tables on pages 35-40. These are particularly helpful to the
reader in terms of analyzing the dollar amounts spent on different CETA
titles and the persons served by each title.
(3) The personal hunran interest stories on pages 13, 15, 16, 20, 24, 25,
I and 33. These are excellent additions to the report. The reader is betterI
T
40
able to understand the purposes of the CETA titles and what the titles
actually do, through the experiences of persons described in the stories.
(4) The brief and concise manner in which the report is written.
POINTS OF CONCERN
(l) With nineteen (19) CETA titles and sub-titles in operation in S. C. in
FY 1980 (page 37), the Council believes that too much of the budget was
expended on Public Service Employment ( Titles | | -D and V I ) but
recognizes this is being corrected during 1981-82. Chart lon page 35 of
the SETC report shows that 34.28 of the $88,893,886 was spent in these
areas. Concern number 5 elaborates on why the Council feels this
particular expenditure was excessive.
(2) Over 16E of the budget ($14,328,638) was spent in CETA
administration in FY 1980 (page 37). However, there is no explanation or
information on the number of administrators involved in this total. The
reader has no way of analyzing the cost efficiency of the administration
since no detail is provided.
(3) Although Tables 2-5 on pages 38 and 39 provide'rProgram Outcomesrl
for persons who participated in the various CETA titles and sub-titles, a
little more information would be helpful. The FY 79 CETA Report to the
Covernor contained a breakdown on Hourly Wages of Clients Entering
Employment BEFORE and AFTER CETA training. This type of information
gives the reader a totally objective view on positive terminations of the
prog rams.
(4) The Council would like for information contained in Table 1 (page 37)
to be combined with that in Tables 2-5 (pages 38 and 39) to yield a cost
effectiveness for each CETA title and sub-title. The reader, through the
information in the tables, is able to compute this, but very few probably
will or do. Nonetheless, it is the type of information which would enhance
program accountability, a topic in which the public is most interested.
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I (5) By performing the synthesis of information suggested in concern 4,
the Council was able to determine an indication of cost effectiveness for
I each title per positive termination ( i. e. , the dollar amount required per
person to place that person in unsubsidized employment, transfer him/her
I to another CETA program, or return that person to school, or anothertr rtpositiverr outcome). The ratings for the most cost-effective and least
I cost-effective CETA titles in FY 1980 as computed by the Council are givenI in the following tables.
Table 9
1979-80 CETA Programs
Most Cost Effective Programs as
Measured by $ per Positive Placement
I A. Title llB - Educational Linkages - $232lpositive termination.I
B' Title llB - vocational Education - $585/positive termination'
I C. Title lV - Summer Youth Employment Program - $598/positive
termination.
I D. Title lV - youth Emptoyment and Training Programs - $936/positivetermination.
r Table 1o
1979-80 CETA Programs
I Least Cost Effective (Most Costly) ProgramsI as Measured by $ per Positive Placement
I
I A. Tiile Vlll - young Adult, Conservation Corps. - $11,120 per positiveplacement.
I B. Title Vll - private Sector Initiative Program - $9,846 per positiver placement.
I C. Title Vl - Public Service Employment - $6,283 per positiveI termination.
I D. Title llD - Public Service Employment - $5,267 per positive
I termination.
! From a review of these tables, one can clearly see 
that those CETA
I
I
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titles which offer educational training were the most cost-effective. Those
that stress the employment aspect of the program were the least
cost-effective. Concern #1 points out that over one-third of the budget
was spent on two of the least cost-effective sub-titles, Public Service
Employment.
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Commendations
and
Recommendations
Comnnendations
to the
State Board for Vocational Education
(State Board of Education)
(t) The State Advisory Council commends the State Board and all of those
involved in the administration of vocational programs for the high quality
of instruction being provided in the vocational education programs.
(2) The State Advisory Council commends the State Board and all of those
involved in the administration of vocational programs for the highly
qualified, competent and dedicated local administrators of vocational
education.
(3) The Council commends the State Board, State Staff , local directors
and instructors for registering an overall increase in vocational education
enrollments at a time when the total number of secondary students is not
increasing.
(4) The Council commends the State Board and State Staff for developing
and implementing an excellent set of program standards as adopted by the
State Board on December 12, 1980.
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Vocational Education
RECOMMENDATIONS to the State Board for Vocational Education
(State Board of Education)
The State Advisory Council recognizes the unique economic conditions
facing State and local educational entities during the latter half of the
1981-82 fiscal year and those similar conditions anticipated for the 1982-83
fiscal year. Further, the unsettled nature of the federal appropriations
for vocational education and the imminent re-write of the federal vocational
educational legislation also clouds the horizon.
Nevertheless , the youth of South Carolina who select a vocational
education program are deserving of a high quality, productive educational
experience. ln the interest of continued economic development, it is
necessary to continue to offer, and improve, the programs of vocational
education for youth and adults.
While recognizing the economic constraints, the Council recommends
that attention be given to five topics - topics that should not require
appreciable amounts of money to achieve significant and desirable
prog ress.
The Council submits the following recommendations that can be
achieved through Board emphasis, policy if necessary, and administrative
efforts. The Council also invites the Board to assess the current status
of these matters and then, following a reasonable period of effort, to again
assess the progress and so advise the State Advisory Council' The
recommendations follow:
( 1 ) Articulation. The Council reconnmends that continued emphasis be
qiven to articulation of vocational education programs that are in common
with nearby technical education programs. Emphasis in this area may take
the form of revised Board Policy, joint technical and vocational education
state level agreement( s) , positive monetary or recognition incentives, or
any of several other possible means to achieve progress in articulation.
The Council would recognize as positive indications an appreciable
increase in the number of local agreements, an increase in the number of
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students achieving advance placement, or any other reasonable quantifiable
indication ( s) .
(2) Performqnce-based lnstruction. Performance-based teaching needs to
be encouraged as a means of facilitating articulation and as a desirable
instructional mode to maximize instructional resources and studentsl
instructional time. The Board is encouraged to examine the leadership
already being provided within vocational education, and take any necessary
steps to encourage and further advance this mode of instruction.
(3) Local Advisory Committees. The Council recommends that additional
technical assistance be provided so as to strengthen and improve the
effectiveness of local advisory committees and councils. Despite the
adequate federal and state policy and the fact that local advisory
committees are a part of the program qualitative standards, combined local
and state efforts will apparently be required before the local advisory
councils and committees reach their full potential.
(4) Vocational Education Enrollments. The Council recommends that
special efforts be made to continue to increase enrollments in the
secondary level vocational education programs, with special emphasis on
the trade and industrial programs and the vocational agriculture programs.
ln an era of rapid technological advances, and with the availability of
mostly excellent vocational education facilities, an even greater number of
students should be taking advantage of this outstanding educational
opportunity. Within the structure of existing classes, courses, and
sections of progranns many vacancies exist which could accommodate,
statewide, a significant number of additional students with very , very
little increase in costs.
(5) Counselors Should Be Utilized To Counsel. The Council recommends
that counselors in the secondary schools should be maximally utilized to
counsel students and not be assigned to perform peripheral duties. The
State Advisory Council recognizes that counselors are employees of local
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school districts but urges that the State Board take measures and provide
leadership to alleviate this mis-use of trained professionals.
This recommendation is closely allied with item number four (4)
on page 46, in that more extensive individual counseling should help to
maximize use of the available vocational education opportunities.
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Commendations
to the
State Board for Technical and Comprehensive
Education
(l) The State Advisory Council commends the State Board, central office
staff and local technical college administrators for the high quality of
instruction being offered in the technical education institutions.
(2) The State Advisory Council commends the State Board, central office
staff, and the area commissions for the highly competent, enthusiastic and
dedicated administrators at the technical education colleges.
(3) The State Board, state staff and technical colleges are commended for
again serving more students during 1980-81 than during prior years, even
while severely handicapped by limited state funds'
(4) The State Advisory Council commends the State Board, state staff,
and the technical education colleges for maintaining emphasis on the
occupational programs, 3s evidenced by a decrease in AAIAS college
transfer programs while increasing the other associate degree and diploma
enrollments.
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Technical Eciucation
RECOMMENDATIONS to the State Board for
Technical and Comorehensive Education
Durinq the latter part of the 1980-81 fiscal year, the State Board for
Technical and Comprehensive Education was advised that with the
beginning of the 1981-82 year, they would be required to effect a seven
(7) percent reduction in personnel costs. This action reflects the current
economic conditions facing educational units during 1981-82, a condition not
expected to ameliorate during the 1982-83 year. The Council recognizes
the reality of the economic conditions at the time of this report.
The rapid advances in technology, the need for a trained workforce
to enhance economic progress, and the personal educational needs of youth
and adults who have or are about to enter the workforce dictate the need
for improved and even more technical and vocational education. This
situation conflicts with the limited or even decreasing available educational
funds. The State Advisory Council is cognizant of and sensitive to these
needs and the constraints imposed on the Board by the economic
cond itions.
The Council, therefore, has concerned itself with the pragmatic need
to extend recommendations that can be accomplished under the conditions
that exist. lt is the collective opinion of the Council that the following
recommendations can be achieved, that they will be maximally cost effective
in improving the delivery of technical education, and that they reflect
potential improvements that will be strongly beneficial to the students and
to the taxpayers. The recommendations follow:
( 1 ) Articulation. The Council recommencls that continued emphasis be
given to articulation of technical education programs with vocational
education programs in the service areas that have common content.
Emphasis from the Board or staff of the Board may be reflected by revised
Board Policy or Administrative memorandum of agreement with appropriate
officials representing state-level vocational education. The Board or staff
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may also provide positive monetary or recognition incentives or provide
leadership for articulation by other means not discussed here.
The Council rryould recognize as positive indications of progress any
reasonable, quantif iable indicators such as signed ag reements or an
increase in the number of students receiving advanced placement.
(2) Performance-based lnstruction. Performance-based teaching needs to
be adopted as an instructional mode by a greater number of technical
education programs. This style of instruction offers numerous advantages
to the student and appears to be almost a prerequisite to effective
secondary - post-secondary articulation of programs. The Council
recommends that the Technical Education Board encourage this mode of
instruction and take action, if necessary, to provide positive incentives to
technical colleges, departments, and instructional personnel who implement
this difficult, but effective, instructional technique.
(3) Local Advisory Committees. The Council recommends that steps be
taken to assure that craft advisory comnrittees for all departrnents and
programs be effectively utilized. lt appears to the Council that while
there is a Board Policv concerning advisory committees not all of the local
advisory committees are effectively utilized. Especially during this time of
rapidly chanqing technoloqy and diminishing educational funds this
partnership between the educational community and business/ industry
needs to be fullY utilized.
( 4) Computer Support - Reports. The computer system used for the
Technical Education Systern needs continued improvement and/or
reassessment to improve the accuracy and reduce turn-around time for the
system. ln this era when the half-life of computer hard and soft-wear is
measured in months, and when EFT, electronic mail and other similar
developments are coming on line, Tec system reports should be qenerated
in hours or days, not weeks or longer. Priority should be assigned to an
effective resolution of what appears to be an inadequate computer system
within the technical education system.
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(5) Qr,ralitative Evaluations. The evaluation scherna of the technical
eclucation system should be enhanced by adding a qualitative elernent to
the cu rrent quantitative system. Central office personnel or other
professional personnel not employed by the local technical college should
periodically conduct some type of site visit which focuses on the quality
aspects of eclucational programs and services. The Council recommends to
the Technical Education Board that a quality dimension be added to the
existing evaluation system.
(6) Decline in Agriculture Program Enrollments. lt appears that student
enrollments in the agricultural programs have declined by approximately
forty percent (40?) since fiscal year 1977 . This is a serious concern,
especially considering the economic plight of the agricultural sector of our
state, the increasing technology in agriculture, and the advancing age of
owners, operators, and managers in agriculture. The Council recommends
to the State Technical Education Board that a staff study be initiated and
completed by the end of June, 1982, ascertaining the most probable
reasons for enrollment declines and detailing possible actions to stop or
reverse this decline.
1979-80
Responses
to the
Recommendations
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Response from State Board of Education
to Council's FY 1980 Recommendations
RECOMMENDATION #1 :
The State Board of Education should support an increase of the weighted
funding factor for vocational education. The present 1 .29 vocational
education factor is only 3.2? greater than the factor for funding academic
high school programs.
RESPONSE:
On a similar recommendation last year , it was explained that the South
Carolina Education Finance Act Task Force appointed by the State
Superintendent of Education recomrnended that no alteration be made in the
present weighting system due to having only one year's experience with
the Education Finance Act. During the second year of study by this task
force, it was recommended to the State Board of Education that the 1.29
factor for vocational education be adjusted to 1 .395. The State Board of
Education has referred this recommendation to the Finance Committee of the
State Board of Education for consideration and appropriate action.
RECOMMENDATION #2:
The State Board of Education slrould continue to seek funds from the State
I Ceneral Assembly to be used ior the replacement of worn-out and/or
- obsolete equipment.
RESPONSE:
The Office of Vocational Education through the State Board of Education is
continuinq to seek funds from the Ceneral Assembly to be used for the
replacement of obsolete/inoperable vocational equipment. The State Board
of Education approved a recommendation by the Office of Vocational
Education to request $2,000,000 during the 1981 legislative session and
$500,000 during the 1982 legislative session for Capital lmprovernent Bond
funds to be used for replacement of obsolete/ inoperable vocational
equipment. The request has been submitted to the Budget and Control
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Board and Joint Bond Review
RECOMMENDATION #3:
Committee for consideration.
The State Board should adopt, if
procedure that would provide state
books for vocational education
vocational centers in any instance
the state textbook list.
RESPONSE:
The State Board has adopted a plan which provides textbooks for all
vocational areas. In courses where there is an enrollment of 100 or less,
textbook publishers will not submit books for review because limited sales
will not justify the cost involved. The Office of Vocational Education will
purchase and provide instructional materials to the schools in courses
where the enrollment is limited. The Office of Vocational Education does
not need to make a recommendation to the State Board to adopt a policy to
provide funds to purchase textbooks since there is an effective system in
place at this time.
it has not already done so. a policy or
textbook funds to be used to purchase
courses by local school districts or
where there are not approved books on
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Response from state Board for Technical and comprehensive
EducationtoCouncil'sFYlgS0Recommendations
RECOMMENDATION #1 :
The State TEC Board should request funds from the State Ceneral
Assembly to cover the shortfall suffered by the entire TEC system in
paying instructorsrincremental merit increases. ln making this request'
the TEC Board should point out the funding problems encountered when
TEC is forced to apply to its system the State Personnelrs policy of
averaging anniversary dates for all State employees and disbursing funds
for merit increases according to these calculations.
RESPONSE:
The state Tec Board staff has called to the attention of our budqet
analyst the problems encountered in averaging funds available for merit
increases. Our budget analyst is aware that the anniversary date of all
unclassified employees (instructors) falls at the beginning of the academic
year commencing in September. We will continue to make this point in our
annual budget request.
RECOMMENDATION #2:
The State TEC Board should continue to pus|r for funds from the State
General Assembly which are needed to update and/or replace obsolete and
worn-out equipment throughout the TEC System'
RESPONSE:
Our annual budget request contains a line item for equiprnent purchases'
In addition, with full understandinq of the Budget and Control Board and
Ceneral Assembly, we duplicate our equipment requests in the Capital
lmprovement Bond Bill. Because of austerity in the Ceneral Funds
Appropriation, we have been unsuccessful in receiving equipment funds in
the annual Appropriation Bill. We have been moderately successful in
obtaining funds for equipment in the Capital lmprovement Bond Bill' We
have been unable, however, to draw these funds due to the freeze placed
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on the Bond Bill by the General Assembly. These funds have now been
freed and we expect to begin allocating these funds to our colleges as
quickly as possible.
RECOMMENDATION #3:
In addition to the Curriculum Program Evaluation process currently used to
evaluate programs, the State TEC Board should develop or blend in to the
present evaluation process a more qualitative system of reviewing local
technical education programs by the end of FY 1981 '
RESPONSE:
The State TEC Board has revised, after two years of field testing, a
program for evaluating all degree and diploma programs offered by the 16
technical colleges. We believe that the latest revisions, which will be
embodied in the report for academic year 1979-80, should complete the
qualitative evaluation process in keeping with the state Board policy.
Steps will be taken during academic year 1981-82 to make plans to include
qualitative criteria in the evaluation process not only for instructional
programs but also for student services. Our plans are to have the policy
and procedural development accomplished by academic year 1981-82 and
begin actual implementation in academic year 1982-83.
RECOMMENDATION #A:
Commitment to quality TEC program offerings should be the foremost goal
of the State TEC Board. TEC,srtDesign for the Eighties" should not take
priority ahead of any efforts needed to assure that all of the TEC program
offerings in the sixteen (16) colleges are of consistently high quality.
RESPONSE:
The State TEC Board, in adopting its "Design for the Eightiesrr program,
understood and committed itself to thetrDesign for the Eightiesrras an
add-on activity to be implemented as funds are available over and above
normal funding for the 16 technical colleges. Planning and implementation
funds that have been available and spent for funding therrDesign for the
Eighties" have not impacted on the regular appropriations to the 16
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technical colleges. The regular technical education program offering will
continue to receive first priority in our funding policy.
RECOIvIMENDATION #5:
The State TEC Board should resolve the problems encountered by its staff
in attempting to acquire data from the TEC computer system. TEC system
enrollment totals should certainly be obtainable from the computer within
sixty (60) days of the end of the fiscal year.
EelPo!!E'
We currently have a request for proposal (RFP) in the hands of computer
vendors to obtain a computer jointly with the State Department of
Education. We expect delivery of this computer during September, 1981 .
The installation of the computer should greatly enhance the schedule of
reports available.
RECOMMENDATION #6:
Programs approved bv the State TEC Board should be implemented only
when new sources of funds on a continuing basis are identified and become
available.
RESPONSE:
The State TEC Board has adopted an appropriation formula similar to the
formula utilized by the universities and colleges. This will enable
technical colleges to project enrollment for new programs and thus receive
funding from the General Assembly.
The area commission is charged witlr the responsibility of identifying the
instructional programs needed on the local level. The State Board has
taken the position that when these new programs are identified and
properly justified, that they should approve these programs and then the
responsibility to provide funding is that of the area commission.
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Advisory Council Mennbers
1 981 -82
Mrs.
Miss
lv1r.
Mr.
Mr.
Fannie P. Adams Columbia
Conway
Bamberg
Inman
Creenville
Pendleton
Columbia
Sumter
Marion
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Camden
Sumter
Bowman
Fai rfax
Lexington
Florence
Columbia
Charleston
Lynn Barrett
Martin H. Black
Cuy E. Blackwell
W. Hugh Chastain
Dr. Don C.
Mr. Donald
Mr. Clifton
Mr. Frank
tt4r. Milton
Garrison
Cist
C. Coodwin
M. Hart
Kimpson
Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mr.
Miss
Mrs.
James P. Neal, Jr.
Sylvia H. Nelson
Theodis P. Palmer
Paul Livingston
Larry Patrick
Christine Webb
Virginia Priester*
Swannee Reenstjerna
R. Wilson Sanders, Jr.
Lucille Whipper**
* Resigned from Council on October 30, 1981 , for personal reasons.
** Resigned from Council on December 15, 1981 , for medical reasons.
Officers and Staff
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Executive Director
Executive Assistant
Vice-Chairman
Chairman
Secretary
Mr. Larry
Dr. Joseph
Mr. Robert
Mrs. Helen
Mr. Martin H. Black
Mr. Frank M. Hart
Dr. Robert H. White
Mr. Creg Black
Elizabeth M. ShealyMrs.
Four members of the
1980-81 fiscal year rotated
members were:
Advisory Council
off the Council on
who served during the
June 30, 1981. Those
Herbert Laurens
Orangeburg
Lancaster
N. Litchfield Beach
L. Hopkins
L. Mobley
G. Stuart
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Previous State Aclvisory
Council Memhrers
The Advisory Council is honored to have had numerous prominent
citizens serve as members. These persons gave freely of their time and
energy in helping the Council perform its mission. The former members
of the Council are listed below.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Dr.
Mr.
C. P. Ballenger G reenville
Greenwood
Creenville
Marion
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Charleston
North
Columbia
Kingstree
Camden
Columbia
Turbeville
Manning
Florence
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
P. Henderson Barnette
Thomas E. Barton , Jr.
James B. Berry, Jr.
Mr. E. T. rrPetetr Borders
Craig Biles
Fred Fore
James lI. Connor
Robert E. rrJack"
Pauline M. Davis
Mr. Benjamin B. Boyd
Mr. Charles H. Brown*
Dr. William E. Carson
Miss Kim R. Conner
Mr.
Dr.
Mrs.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Miss
Mr.
Mr.
David
F. E. DuBose
Billie Fleming
Arthur A. Fusco
A. Annette Callman
B. Frank Codfrey*
Robert A. Harley,* .Spa rta n bu rg
II
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Dr.
Mr.
Larry
Joseph
J. A.
T. A.
Floyd
Mr. Robert L. Mobley
Rev. l. D. Newman
Dr. E. W. Nunnery, Sr.
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Lau rens
Orangebu rg
Hampton
Lancaster
York
Columbia
Da rlington
Orangeburg
Creenville
Bluffton
Denmark
Columbia
Lancaster
Columbia
Columbia
Union
Camden
Charleston
Clemson
Florence
Litchfield Beach
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
L. Hopkins
Herbert
Jackson
Jackson
Johnson*
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L. Roger Kirk
T. C. Kistler*
A. E. Lockert, Jr.
Currie McArthur
H. E. McCracken
Mr. W. L. McDuffie
Mr. Edgar L. McCowan
Mr. Edward L. B. Osborne
fvlr. C. S. Rowland , Jr.
Mr. Y. W. Scarborough
Dr. Bobby J. Skelton
, Jr.
Mr. Henry L. Sneed, Jr,*
Mrs.
N{r.
Mr.
Mr.
Helen G. Stuart*
O. P. Taylor, Jr.*
lsaac W. Williams*
Sinway Young
* Served as Chairman or Vice-Chairman
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Key Public Officials
The Council recognizes the leadership and cooperative attitude of
several key public officials who are of primary importance in helping
the Advisory Council to fulfill its purpose.
The Honorable Richard W. Riley
Covernor, State of South Carolina
and appointing authority for the Council
Dr. Charlie C. Williams
State Superintendent of Education
Executive Officer of the
State Board for Vocational Education
Dr. Moody M. Oswald, Jr.
Director
Office of Vocational Education
Mr. G. Williann Dudley
Executive Director
State Board for
Technical and Comprehensive Education
Mr. William B. Whitney
Director
Office of the Covernor
CETA Division
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Camera-ready copy for this publication $,as prepared on the IBM
Displaywriter at the 0ffice 0ccupations Department of l,lilson Vocational
Center, Spring Vatley High School, Richland School District #2.
Appreciation is expressed
cooperation and assistance.
Connie Hollis,
Mrs. Swannee Reenstjerna,
Mr. Dean Ganisn
Dr. Herbert Tyler,
to the following individuals for their
Student, Word Processor Operator
Department Chainnan
Director, Wilson Vocational Center
Di strict Superintendent
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